Adenylosuccinate synthetase: recent developments.
By exerting strategic control on purine nucleotide biosynthesis, and by engaging GTP-dependent transphosphorylation of IMP to activate loss of an oxygen atom during catalysis, adenylosuccinate synthetase remains as enzyme that justifiably fascinates students of enzyme catalysis. This review describes how the balanced application of X-ray crystallography and enzyme kinetics has advanced the comprehension of the catalytic and regulatory properties of adenylosuccinate synthetase. Detailed analysis has demonstrated the formation of 6-phosphoryl-IMP, an intermediate originally postulated over 40 years ago on the basis of oxygen-18 exchange experiments showing that position-6 oxygen of IMP becomes incorporated into phosphate. Inferences about the participation of amino acid side-chains that stabilize 6-P-IMP during catalysis have also been confirmed by site-directed mutagenesis and examination of such mutations on various kinetic parameters. Moreover, the action of certain regulatory ligands have also been viewed at atomic level resolution. For example, magnesium ion and GDP can induce conformational changes linked to the stabilization of one of two known conformations of the so-called 40s loop. Another significant finding is that two magnesium ions play fundamental roles: one binding with high affinity to the substrate GTP, and a second binding with lower affinity to the co-substrate aspartate. These structural and kinetic studies have also formed the basis for clarifying the action of various inhibitors and potentially important pharmacologic agents with this key regulatory enzyme. Finally, this review explores the current status of investigations on gene structure and gene expression in a number of organisms.